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bstract

We evaluate two kinds of solid-oxide-fuel-cell (SOFC)–polymer-electrolyte-fuel-cell (PEFC) combined systems by numerical simulation to
nvestigate the effect of the fuel feeding method. In one, fuel for the system is reformed by using exhaust heat from the SOFC and is separately
upplied to the SOFC and PEFC (parallel SOFC–PEFC system). In the other, fuel is fed to the SOFC first and then SOFC exhaust fuel is fed to the
EFC (series SOFC–PEFC system). The quality of the fuel gas in the SOFC is better in the latter system, whereas the quality of the fuel gas in

he PEFC is better in the former. We demonstrate that larger PEFC output can be obtained in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system, since more steam,

hich is included in the SOFC anode exhaust gas, can be used for the reforming of the fuel for the PEFC. We show that the series SOFC–PEFC

ystem provides higher electrical efficiency because the fuel gas quality has a stronger influence on the electromotive force in the SOFC than in
he PEFC.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Power generating systems using solid oxide fuel cells
SOFCs) provide higher electrical efficiency than systems using
ther fuel cell because high-temperature SOFC exhaust heat
≈1073 K) is used for fuel reforming [1]. A system using SOFCs
nly (simple SOFC system) has achieved 46% electrical effi-
iency at 109 kW ac [2]. However, that power generation systems
n which an SOFC is used in combination with other generat-
ng equipment can provide higher electrical efficiency than the
imple SOFC system [1]. This is because the high-temperature
OFC exhaust heat contributes to power generation in the other
enerating equipment.
Although systems combining an SOFC and gas turbine
SOFC–GT systems) are attracting attention [3,4], we focus on
ystems combining an SOFC with a polymer electrolyte fuel cell

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 46 240 2572; fax: +81 46 270 2702.
E-mail address: m.yokoo@aecl.ntt.co.jp (M. Yokoo).
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eam reforming

PEFC) [5,6]. This is because the SOFC–PEFC system is quieter
han SOFC–GT systems and because the cost of the auxiliary
quipment is lower [5]. In addition, SOFC–PEFC systems can
rovide higher efficiency than SOFC–GT systems when the out-
ut is relatively small, because the efficiency of the PEFC stack
emains almost constant even as the output decreases [5,6].

Various SOFC–PEFC system configurations are possible
5–8]. We classify SOFC–PEFC systems into two types depend-
ng on the fuel feeding method. In one type, fuel for the system
s reformed using exhaust heat from the SOFC and is sepa-
ately supplied to the SOFC and PEFC. We refer this type of
OFC–PEFC system as a parallel SOFC–PEFC system. In the
ther type, all fuel is fed to the SOFC stack first and then SOFC
xhaust fuel is fed to the PEFC stack. We call this type of
OFC–PEFC system a series SOFC–PEFC system. The basic
oncept of both systems is the same. That is, higher electrical

fficiency is achieved in the SOFC–PEFC system than in the
imple SOFC system by using the SOFC exhaust heat for the
eforming of fuel for both the SOFC and PEFC. However, tem-
erature and gas component profiles in the cells, which influence
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Nomenclature

C constant
F Faraday’s constant (C mol−1)
�G Gibbs free energy change (J mol−1)
J current density (A m−2)
L length of tubular SOFC (m)
m molar fraction
M molar flow rate (mol s−1)
Q amount of heat (W)
R gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
U utilization (%)
V cell voltage (V)
W output (W)
x coordinate along gas flow (m)

Greek letters
φ overpotential (V)
η electrical efficiency (%)

Subscripts
AIR air
ANO anode
AVE average
CATH cathode
FUEL fuel
IN inlet
OUT outlet
PARA parallel SOFC–PEFC system
PE PEFC
REF reform
SERIES series SOFC–PEFC system
SIMP simple SOFC system
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The parallel SOFC–PEFC system consists of SOFC and
PEFC stacks as shown in Fig. 2. A sealless tubular SOFC stack
with a depleted fuel recycling plenum and steam reformer is
also used for the model of the SOFC. In this model, the fuel for
SO SOFC
TOT total

ell performance, are not the same in these systems. In this study,
e quantitatively evaluate these SOFC–PEFC systems and clar-

fy the features of both.

. System models and the exhaust heat utilization
echanism

.1. Models

A schematic diagram of the simple SOFC system [2,5] is
hown in Fig. 1. A sealless tubular SOFC stack with a depleted
uel recycling plenum and steam reformer [2–5] is used for the
odel of the SOFC. The steam reformer is installed adjacent

o the tubular SOFCs and SOFC exhaust heat is used for the
team reforming of fuel for the SOFC. Reformed fuel is fed to
he SOFC stack and used for power generation. SOFC anode

xhaust gas is fed to the depleted fuel recycling plenum. Part of
he SOFC anode exhaust gas is recycled to the steam reformer
o feed steam. The remaining SOFC anode exhaust gas is fed to
he combustor and burnt off.
Fig. 1. Simple SOFC system.
Fig. 2. Parallel SOFC–PEFC system.
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Fig. 3. Series SOFC–PEFC system.

OFC and that for PEFC are fed to the steam reformer and they
re reformed using the SOFC exhaust heat. Part of the reformed
uel is fed to the tubular SOFC and the rest is fed to the PEFC
tack. Part of the SOFC anode exhaust gas is recycled to the
team reformer. The remaining SOFC anode exhaust gas and
he PEFC anode exhaust gas are fed to the combustor.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the series SOFC–PEFC sys-
em. In this system, the fuel for SOFC and that for PEFC are
ed to the steam reformer. As in the parallel-feed system, the
OFC exhaust heat is used for the steam reforming of fuels for
oth stacks. All reformed fuel is fed to the tubular SOFC first
nd used for power generation under the low fuel utilization
ondition. (In this paper, the fuel utilization of SOFC is defined
s the rate of fuel used for power generation to the fuel fed to
he SOFC.) Then, part of the SOFC anode exhaust gas is fed to
he PEFC stack via shift converter and CO selective oxidizer.
he other part of the SOFC anode exhaust gas is recycled to the
team reformer. The remaining SOFC anode exhaust gas and the
EFC anode exhaust gas are fed to the combustor.

.2. Exhaust heat utilization mechanism in the
OFC–PEFC system
The SOFC exhaust heat utilization mechanism we used in
he simulation is illustrated in Fig. 4, where QREF is the SOFC
xhaust heat used in the steam reformer as reaction heat and
AIR is the SOFC exhaust heat discharged with air for SOFC.

3

f

Fig. 4. SOFC exhaust heat utilization mechanism.

he point is how the SOFC exhaust heat is used for the reform-
ng of fuels for both the SOFC and PEFC in the SOFC–PEFC
ystems when the SOFC operation temperature, i.e., the maxi-
um temperature in the tubular SOFC, is kept constant at that in

he simple SOFC system. Part of the SOFC exhaust heat is used
or fuel reforming as QREF and part of it is discharged with the
ir for the SOFC as QAIR. The QAIR is almost as large as QREF
n an actual 100-kW-class simple SOFC system [2]. Here, QAIR
an be decreased by decreasing the air for the SOFC, since QAIR
s almost proportional to the air flow rate. Therefore, QREF can
e increased by converting the decrement of QAIR to QREF while
he SOFC operation temperature is kept constant. That is, QREF
an be increased by decreasing the air for the SOFC, while the
OFC operation temperature is kept constant. The SOFC anode
xhaust gas is recycled to the steam reformer to feed the steam.
ote that much more SOFC anode exhaust gas has to be recy-

led to the steam reformer in the SOFC–PEFC systems than in
he simple SOFC system, since much more steam is needed to
eform the fuel for the SOFC and PEFC.
. Simulation

The simulation was performed to quantitatively compare the
eatures of the two SOFC–PEFC systems and compare their
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Fig. 5. SOFC stack unit for the simple SOFC system.

eatures with those of the simple SOFC system. The cell area
f the SOFC stack is assumed to be same for all three sys-
ems in the simulation. The cell areas of the PEFC stacks in the
OFC–PEFC systems are varied as the simulation parameter.

.1. Sealless tubular SOFC stacks

The SOFC stack for the simple SOFC system consists of 1152
OFC stack units like the one shown in Fig. 5. The active cell area
f the tubular SOFC is the same as that of the tubular SOFC in
n actual simple 100-kW-class SOFC system [2], which means
hat the SOFC stack is 100-kW-class [2]. The total cell area
f the SOFC stack is listed in Table 1. The tubular SOFCs are
lectrically connected to each other through Ni felt in the SOFC
tack [9]. The same quantity of fuel and the same quantity of
ir are assumed to be supplied to each unit. All tubular SOFCs
re assumed to have the same characteristics in the simulation.
he fuel for the SOFC is fed to the tubular SOFC through the

eformer. The steam reforming reaction of methane,

H4 + H2O → CO + 3H2, (1)
nd the shift reaction,

O + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2, (2)

able 1
otal cell areas of the SOFC and PEFC stacks

SOFC stack
(100-kW-
class)

PEFC stack
(25-kW-
class)

PEFC stack
(50-kW-
class)

PEFC stack
(75-kW-
class)

otal cell area (m2) 96.1 19.1 38.1 57.2
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oth occur in the reformer. The reaction rate of the steam reform-
ng is determined by the equation used in our previous work [5].
he shift reaction is assumed to be in thermodynamic equilib-

ium in the reformer [10]. The oxidation of hydrogen,

2 + 1
2 O2 ↔ H2O, (3)

he oxidation of carbon monoxide,

O + 1
2 O2 ↔ CO2, (4)

nd the oxidation of methane,

H4 + 2O2 ↔ 2H2O + CO2, (5)

re assumed to occur in the tubular SOFC as cell reactions. The
artial pressure of each gas component is assumed to be in ther-
odynamic equilibrium at the anode side [11]. The temperature

rofiles of the anode, cathode, and electrolyte are assumed to
e the same. The voltage drop in the tubular SOFC is assumed
o be caused by ohmic resistance of the cathode and contact
esistance between the tubular SOFC and Ni felt. The contact
esistance between the tubular SOFC and Ni felt was estimated
rom the experimental results [2,12]. Overpotential is assumed to
e approximated to the ohmic resistance. The cell voltage VSO is
alculated so that the average current density of the SOFC stack
s 2000 A m−2 based on the equation:

SO = ESO(x) − φSO(x) − JSO(x)Γ, (6)

here φSO(x) is the overpotential of the SOFC, JSO(x) the cur-
ent density of the SOFC, and Γ is the area specified contact
esistance between each tubular SOFC [5]. The electromotive
orce of the SOFC ESO is given by:

SO = −RTSO(x)

4F
ln

mSO-ANO-O2 (x)

mSO-CATH-O2 (x)
. (7)

Part of the SOFC exhaust gas is recycled to the reformer to
eed steam. We choose the recycle gas flow rate so that the steam
o methane molar fraction (S/C ratio) at the reformer inlet is 3.0.
he remaining anode exhaust gas is burnt with cathode exhaust
as in the combustor. Heat is assumed to be radiated only from
he combustor. The air is fed to the alumina tube installed in the
ubular SOFC and used for power generation at the cathode. The
ombustion exhaust gas from the SOFC stack units are gathered
nd treated as the combustion exhaust gas from the SOFC stack.

Fig. 6 shows the configuration of the SOFC stack unit for the
arallel SOFC–PEFC system. The number of SOFC stack units
s also 1152. The stack unit is the same as the one for the simple
OFC system except that the part of the steam reformed fuel is
upplied to the PEFC stack and the PEFC anode exhaust gas is
ed to the combustor. The PEFC anode exhaust gas is assumed
o be distributed to each SOFC unit equally. The cell voltage is
alculated based on Eq. (6) so that the average current density
f the SOFC stack is kept constant at 2000 A m−2 though the
uel-and-air-feeding condition is changed in order to use SOFC

xhaust heat for the reforming of fuel for PEFC. The flow rate
f the reformed fuel fed to the PEFC MREF-PE is:

REF-PE = MREF − MREF-SIMP. (8)
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Fig. 6. SOFC stack unit for the parallel SOFC–PEFC system.

here MREF is the flow rate of the reformed fuel and MREF-SIMP
s that of the reformed fuel in the simple SOFC system. That
s, the flow rate of reformed gas fed to the tubular SOFC is
ept constant in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system, which means
hat fuel utilization is the same for both the simple and parallel
ystems.

In the series SOFC–PEFC system, the SOFC stack consists of
152 SOFC stack units like the one shown in Fig. 7. The SOFC
tack unit is the same as one for the simple SOFC system except
hat the part of SOFC anode exhaust gas is supplied to the PEFC
nd the PEFC anode exhaust gas is fed to the combustor. As in
he parallel SOFC–PEFC system, the PEFC anode exhaust gas
s assumed to be distributed to each SOFC unit equally. The cell
oltage is calculated based on Eq. (6) so that, again as in the
arallel SOFC–PEFC system, the average current density of the
OFC stack is kept constant at 2000 A m−2. The flow rate of the
OFC anode exhaust gas fed to the PEFC stack MSO-ANO-PE is:

SO-ANO-PE = MSO-ANO − MSO-ANO-SIMP (9)

here MSO-ANO is the flow rate of the SOFC anode exhaust gas

nd MSO-ANO-SIMP is that of the SOFC anode exhaust gas in the
imple SOFC system. The fuel utilization of the SOFC is lower
n the series system than in the simple and parallel systems.

The energy balance equations and mass balance equations
re same as those used in the previous study [5]. The constants
re the same as well [5].

V

w
t
I

Fig. 7. SOFC stack unit for the series SOFC–PEFC system.

.2. PEFC stacks

The cell areas of the PEFC stacks were varied as the simu-
ation parameter. The cell areas of the PEFC stacks were deter-

ined so that the rated net ac outputs would be 25, 50 or 75 kW,
ased on actual PEFC stack performance [13]. The rated net ac
utput is defined as the output when the cell voltage is 0.75 V
nd the current density is 2000 A m−2 [13]. We refer to the cell
oltage of 0.75 V as the designed voltage for the PEFC. The cell
reas are listed in Table 1. The cell reaction in the PEFC stack is
he oxidation of hydrogen only [14]. The operation temperature
f the PEFC is assumed to be 343 K. The partial pressure of
team in the fuel and air fed to the PEFC stack is the saturation
apor pressure. The electromotive force of the PEFC is assumed
o be average of those at the PEFC inlet and outlet. The voltage
rop in the PEFC stack is assumed to consist of a term that is a
inear function of current density and a term that is a logarithm
unction of current density, where the former corresponds to the
hmic overpotential and the latter to the activation overpoten-
ial. That is, from the electromotive force of the PEFC EPE and
he average current density of the PEFC JPE-AVE, the cell voltage
PE is calculated so that the average current density of the PEFC
tack is 2000 A m−2 using the equation:

PE = EPE − C1JPE-AVE − C2 ln
JPE-AVE

C3
, (10)
here C1, C2 and C3 are constants whose values are estimated
o be 2.12 × 10−5, 4.07 × 10−2 and 1.35, respectively, from the
–V characteristics of the actual PEFC stack [13]. The EPE is
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Fig. 8. Configuration of the simple SOFC system.

alculated by:

PE = −�G(TPE)

2F
+ RTPE

4F

{
ln

mPE-H2-IN
√

mPE-O2-IN

mPE-H2O-IN

+ ln
mPE-H2-OUT

√
mPE-O2-OUT

mPE-H2O-OUT

}
, (11)

here �G is Gibbs free energy change, TPE the PEFC operation
emperature, R the gas constant. Here, mPE-H2-IN, mPE-O2-IN and

PE-H2O-IN are the molar fractions of hydrogen, oxygen and
team at the PEFC stack inlet, and mPE-H2-OUT, mPE-O2-OUT and

PE-H2O-OUT are those molar fractions at the PEFC stack outlet.

.3. Simple SOFC system and SOFC–PEFC systems

The configuration of the simple SOFC system is shown in
ig. 8. The fuel is assumed to be pure methane. The combus-

ion exhaust gas from the SOFC stack is supplied to the heat
xchanger and used for raising the air temperature. Gross dc
utput of the SOFC stack is converted to gross ac output by the
nverter. Net ac output is determined by subtracting the power
onsumed in auxiliary machines from the gross ac output.

The configuration of the parallel and series SOFC–PEFC sys-
ems are shown in Fig. 9. The fuels for both cell stacks are also
ssumed to be pure methane. The reformed fuel is fed to the
hift converter in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system, whereas the

OFC anode exhaust gas is fed to it in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem. The flow rate of methane for the PEFC is determined
o that the fuel utilization of the PEFC stack is 70%, which is
he fuel utilization in an actual simple PEFC system [13]. The

s
a
t
c

Fig. 9. Configuration of the SOFC–PEFC systems.

uel utilization of the PEFC stack UPE-FUEL is assumed to be the
atio of the hydrogen used for power generation to that fed to
he PEFC. That is, UPE-FUEL is defined as:

PE-FUEL = 1 − JPE-TOT

2FMPE-H2

, (12)

here JPE-TOT is total current of the PEFC stack, MPE-H2 the flow
ate of hydrogen in the gas fed to the PEFC stack, and F is the
aradays constant. Ninety-nine percent of the carbon monoxide

n the gas fed to the shift converter is converted to carbon dioxide
ccording to the shift reaction in the shift converter. The fuel
asses through the shift converter and is fed to the CO selective
xidizer. Carbon monoxide in the gas fed to the CO selective
xidizer is completely oxidized to carbon dioxide. The reaction
n the CO selective oxidizer is the oxidation of carbon monoxide
nly. The fuel from the CO selective oxidizer is supplied to the
ondenser to decrease the fuel temperature and to remove excess
ater. The fuel from the condenser is supplied to the PEFC
tack. The SOFC stack and the PEFC stack have an inverter and
uxiliary machines. Like the net ac output of the SOFC stack,
hat of the PEFC stack is determined by subtracting the power
onsumed in auxiliary machines from the gross ac output, which
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Table 3
Simulation results for the parallel SOFC–PEFC system

QREF

(kW)
VSO

(V)
WSO-ac

(kW)
VPE

(V)
WPE-ac

(kW)
ηac (%) WSYS-ac

(kW)

Simple SOFC
system

47 0.65 114 47 114

25-kW-class
PEFC stack

63 0.65 115 0.75 25 49 140

50-kW-class
PEFC stack

77 0.65 115 0.75 50 50 165
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s converted from gross dc output by using the inverter. The net
c output and electrical efficiency at net ac are calculated by the
ame equations as in our previous study [5].

. Results and discussion

.1. Comparison of simulation with experimental results

We compared the simulation result for the simple SOFC sys-
em with the experimental result for an actual simple SOFC
ystem [2,15]. The comparison is summarized in Table 2. The
imulation result agreed with the experimental result, which
ndicates that our simulation can estimate the electrical effi-
iency, output, and temperature distribution in the simple SOFC
ystem. The simulation result and the experimental result for
he I–V characteristic of the PEFC stack are shown in Fig. 10.
he simulation result agreed with the experimental result. Our
imulation can estimate the performance of the PEFC stack.
onsequently, we concluded that our simulation could estimate

he performance of the SOFC–PEFC systems.

.2. Simulation results for the parallel SOFC–PEFC system

The simulation results for the parallel SOFC–PEFC system
re summarized in Table 3. The reforming heat QREF increases
ith increasing rated output, since the SOFC exhaust heat is

sed for the reforming of fuel for PEFC increases. The SOFC
oltage VSO in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system is as same as
hat in the simple SOFC system when the rated net ac output
f the PEFC stack is 25 or 50 kW. On the contrary, the VSO in

able 2
omparison of experimental and simulation results for the simple SOFC system

Experimental [12] Simulation

lectrical efficiency at net ac (%) 46 47
et ac output (kW) 109 114
ell voltage (V) 0.66 0.65
ecycling gas temperature (K) 1173 1083
re-reformed gas temperature (K) 823 772
verage cell temperature (K) 1203 1202
aximum cell temperature (K) 1273 1273
inimum cell temperature (K) 1083 1114

ig. 10. Comparison of experimental and simulation results for the PEFC stack.

t
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5-kW-class
PEFC stack

90 0.64 116 0.75 75 51 191

he parallel SOFC–PEFC system is slightly lower than that in
he simple SOFC system when the rated net ac output of the
EFC stack is 75 kW. That is, the VSO slightly decreases with

ncreasing QREF. This is because the temperature gradient of
he solid oxide electrolyte increases with increasing QREF and
ecause the molar fraction of the oxygen at the cathode side of
he tubular SOFC decreases with increasing QREF.

The temperature profile of the solid oxide electrolyte in the
arallel SOFC–PEFC system is shown in Fig. 11. We refer to the
egion where x/L is smaller than 0.5 as the bottom side and refer
o that where x/L is larger than 0.5 as the top side. The temper-
ture of solid oxide electrolyte TSO decreases with increasing
REF at the top side. This is because the steam reforming reac-

ion mainly occurs there, since the reaction rate of the steam
eforming decreases as the reaction proceeds [5,16]. Note that
/L of the steam reformer inlet is 1.0. On the contrary, the TSO
ncreases with increasing QREF at the bottom side, where the
team reforming reaction does not occur. This is because the
OFC exhaust heat is mainly absorbed in the air flow at the bot-

om side, and the SOFC exhaust heat discharged with the air
ow QAIR decreases with increasing QREF as shown in Fig. 4.
he decrement of the TSO for QREF at the top side is larger,
hich means the temperature gradient increases with increasing
REF. The lager temperature gradient leads to lower average
emperature and cell performance since the maximum TSO is
ept constant at 1273 K.

The molar fraction of the oxygen at the cathode side of tubu-
ar SOFC decreases with increasing reforming heat QREF, since

ig. 11. Temperature profile of the solid oxide electrolyte in the simple SOFC
nd parallel SOFC–PEFC systems.
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Table 4
Averaged molar fraction of each gas component at the cathode and anode side
of the tubular SOFC in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system

O2 H2 H2O CO CO2

Simple SOFC system 0.18 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.19
25-kW-class PEFC stack 0.18 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.19
5
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Table 6
Simulation results for the series SOFC–PEFC system

QREF

(kW)
VSO

(V)
WSO-ac

(kW)
VPE

(V)
WPE-ac

(kW)
ηac (%) WSYS-ac

(kW)

Simple SOFC
system

47 0.65 114 47 114

25-kW-class
PEFC stack

67 0.69 122 0.74 25 50 147

5

s
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t
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1
5

4

s
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s
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t
P
m

0-kW-class PEFC stack 0.16 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.19
5-kW-class PEFC stack 0.15 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.19

he air fed to the tubular SOFC is decreased to increase the QREF
s shown in Fig. 4. The electromotive force of the SOFC ESO is
ower when the molar fraction of the oxygen at the cathode side
f the tubular SOFC is lower (see Eq. (7)). The lower electromo-
ive force leads to lower cell voltage when the current density is
onstant. The averaged molar fractions of oxygen at the cathode
ide of the tubular SOFC are listed in Table 4, which also lists
he averaged molar fraction of each gas component at the anode
ide. The averaged molar fraction of each gas component at the
node side of tubular SOFC is same for all systems listed in
able 4. This is because the flow rate of the reformed fuel fed

o the tubular SOFC in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system is the
ame as that in the simple SOFC system regardless of the rated
utput of the PEFC stack (see Eq. (8)). Note that methane also
xists at the anode side of the tubular SOFC, though it is not
isted in Table 4. The molar fraction of methane is on the order
f 10−5, so its effect is negligible.

As shown in Table 3, the net ac output of the SOFC stack
SO-ac slightly increases with increasing QREF, although the

SO in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system slightly decreases with
ncreasing QREF. The reason for this is as follows. The gross
c output of the SOFC stack decreases with increasing QREF
ince VSO decreases. However, the auxiliary power consumption
ecreases with increasing QREF, since the power consumption of
he air blower, which is dominant power consumption, decreases
ith increasing QREF (see Fig. 4). The decrement of the auxil-

ary power consumption exceeds the decrement of the gross dc
utput. The WSO-ac, the gross ac output minus auxiliary power
onsumption, therefore increases with increasing QREF.

The PEFC voltage VPE is constant at 0.75 V, which is same
s the designed cell voltage for the PEFC. This means that the
olar fraction of hydrogen in the reformed gas fed to the PEFC

tack is high enough to operate the PEFC stack at the designed
oint. The molar fraction of each gas component in the reformed
as fed to the PEFC stack in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system

s listed in Table 5. The net ac outputs of the PEFC stacks are
he rated output in all parallel SOFC–PEFC systems listed in
able 2, since the PEFC stack is operated at the designed cell
oltage of 0.75 V.

able 5
olar fraction of each gas component in the gas fed to the PEFC stack in the

arallel SOFC–PEFC system

H2 H2O CO2

5-kW-class PEFC stack 0.44 0.31 0.25
0-kW-class PEFC stack 0.44 0.31 0.25
5-kW-class PEFC stack 0.44 0.31 0.25

s

p
f
p
a
o
t
w
i
e
s
p

0-kW-class
PEFC stack

77 0.70 124 0.74 49 54 173

The electrical efficiency ηac increases with increasing QREF,
ince the utilization of SOFC exhaust heat contributes to the
lectrical efficiency [5,6]. The ηac’s are 49, 50 and 51% when
he rated output of the PEFC stack is 25, 50 and 75 kW, respec-
ively. Note, that there is a limit to how far the rated output of the
EFC stack can be increased. This is because we cannot supply

he sufficient steam required for the steam reforming reaction
y recycling the SOFC anode exhaust gas when the rated PEFC
utput exceeds a certain limit. When the rated PEFC output is
5 kW for the 100-kW-class SOFC stack, almost all SOFC anode
xhaust gas is recycled to the reformer to feed the steam. This
eans a PEFC stack that has rated output larger than 75 kW can-

ot be operated at the designed point in the parallel SOFC–PEFC
ystem.

Net ac outputs of the parallel SOFC–PEFC system are 140,
65 and 191 kW when the rated output of the PEFC stack is 25,
0 and 75 kW, respectively.

.3. Simulation results for series SOFC–PEFC system

The simulation results for the series SOFC–PEFC system are
ummarized in Table 6. There is also some limit on the PEFC out-
ut in the series SOFC–PEFC system. The limit is lower for the
eries SOFC–PEFC system than for the parallel SOFC–PEFC
ystem. This is because the molar fraction of steam in the SOFC
node exhaust gas is lower in the series SOFC–PEFC system,
ince the fuel utilization of the SOFC in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem is lower than in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system as men-
ioned above. We have to recycle much more SOFC exhaust gas
o feed sufficient steam for the same amount of fuel for the
EFC in the series SOFC–PEFC system. Therefore, the maxi-
um rated output of the PEFC stack that can be operated in the

eries SOFC–PEFC system is lower.
The reforming heat QREF increases with increasing rated out-

ut also in the series SOFC–PEFC system. The amount of QREF
or the same rated PEFC stack output is almost the same in the
arallel and series SOFC–PEFC systems. This is because the
mount of fuel for the PEFC is almost the same when the rated
utput of the PEFC stacks is the same. The cell voltage of the
ubular SOFC VSO in the series SOFC–PEFC system increases
ith increasing QREF. This tendency is quite different from that
n the parallel SOFC–PEFC system. In what follows, we will
xplain the reason for this using the temperature profiles of the
olid oxide electrolyte and the molar fraction of each gas com-
onent.
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ig. 12. Temperature profile of the solid oxide electrolyte in the simple SOFC
nd series SOFC–PEFC systems.

The temperature profiles of the solid oxide electrolyte in
he series SOFC–PEFC system are almost the same as those
n the simple SOFC system independent of the rated output of
he PEFC stack as shown in Fig. 12. Although the temperature
rofile of the solid oxide electrolyte in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem slightly changes as the QREF changes like in the par-
llel SOFC–PEFC system, the magnitude of the temperature
hift is certainly smaller in the series SOFC–PEFC system.
his difference is attributed to the difference in the SOFC
xhaust heat utilization mechanism between the parallel and
eries SOFC–PEFC systems. The whole decrement of QAIR is
onverted to QREF in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system, whereas
art of QAIR is converted to QREF in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem, as shown in Fig. 13. The rest of QAIR is converted to
FUEL in the series SOFC–PEFC system, since the all reformed

uel is fed to the tubular SOFC as shown in Fig. 3. Here, QFUEL
s the SOFC exhaust heat absorbed into the fuel flow. The tem-
erature gradient in the series SOFC–PEFC system is smaller,
ecause the amount of QFUEL is larger and because the fuel flow
akes heat both from the top and bottom side. The temperature
hift is not a dominant factor in the SOFC voltage.

The averaged molar fraction of each gas component at the
athode and anode side of the tubular SOFC in the series
OFC–PEFC system is listed in Table 7. The averaged molar
raction of the oxygen at the cathode side of tubular SOFC
ecreases with increasing reforming heat QREF, also in the series
OFC–PEFC system. The averaged molar fraction of oxygen for

he same rated output of the PEFC stack is smaller in the series

OFC–PEFC system than in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system
compare Tables 4 and 7). This is because the whole decrement
f QAIR is converted to QREF in the parallel SOFC–PEFC sys-
em, whereas part of QAIR is converted to QREF in the series

able 7
veraged molar fraction of each gas component at cathode and anode side of

he tubular SOFC in the series SOFC–PEFC system

O2 H2 H2O CO CO2

imple SOFC system 0.18 0.25 0.42 0.14 0.19
5-kW-class PEFC stack 0.17 0.34 0.32 0.19 0.15
0-kW-class PEFC stack 0.14 0.38 0.29 0.21 0.12
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ig. 13. Difference in the SOFC exhaust heat utilization mechanism between
arallel and series SOFC–PEFC systems.

OFC–PEFC system, as mentioned above by using Fig. 13.
o, the decrement of air fed to the tubular SOFC has to be

arger in the series SOFC–PEFC system when QREF in both
ystems is the same. In contrast to the parallel SOFC–PEFC
ystem, the averaged molar fractions of hydrogen and carbon
onoxide at the anode side of tubular SOFC increase with

ncreasing QREF and those of steam and carbon dioxide decrease
ith increasing QREF in the series SOFC–PEFC system. This is
ecause the fuel utilization of SOFC decreases with increasing
REF, since all reformed fuel is fed to the tubular SOFC in the

eries SOFC–PEFC system and the average current density of
he tubular SOFC is kept constant. In the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem, the change of molar fraction with increasing QREF at
he cathode side of the tubular SOFC has a negative contri-
ution to cell voltage, though those at the anode side have a
ositive contribution. The latter effect exceeds the former. That
s, the VSO in the series SOFC–PEFC system increases with
ncreasing QREF.
The net ac output of the SOFC stack WSO-ac in the series
OFC–PEFC system increases with increasing QREF as shown

n Table 6. This is because the cell voltage of the tubular SOFC
SO in the series SOFC–PEFC system increases with increasing
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Table 8
Molar fraction of each gas component in the gas fed to the PEFC stack in the
series SOFC–PEFC system

H2 H2O CO2
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5-kW-class PEFC stack 0.38 0.31 0.31
0-kW-class PEFC stack 0.41 0.31 0.28

REF as mentioned above, and because the auxiliary power con-
umption decreases with increasing QREF.

The cell voltage of the PEFC VPE in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem is 0.74 V for both the 25 and 50-kW-class PEFC stack.
his voltage is slightly lower than the designed voltage for the
EFC, which is 0.75 V (Section 3.2). This means that molar
raction of hydrogen in the SOFC anode exhaust gas fed to the
EFC stack is not high enough to operate the PEFC stack at

he designed point. The molar fraction of the each gas compo-
ent in the SOFC anode exhaust gas fed to the PEFC stack in
he series SOFC–PEFC system is listed in Table 8. In the series
OFC–PEFC system, the molar fraction of hydrogen is higher
hen the rated output of the PEFC stack is 50 kW than when

t is 25 kW. This is because the molar fraction of hydrogen in
he SOFC anode exhaust gas is higher when the rated output of
he PEFC stack is 50 kW. However, the molar fraction of hydro-
en in the SOFC anode exhaust gas in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem is lower than that in the reformed gas in the parallel
OFC–PEFC system, even though the rated output of the PEFC
tack is 50 kW (compare Tables 5 and 8). The net ac outputs of
he PEFC stacks are 25 and 49 kW in the series SOFC–PEFC
ystem when the rated output of the PEFC stack is 25 and 50 kW,
espectively. That is, the 25-kW-class PEFC stack is operated at
he designed output in the series SOFC–PEFC system, though
he VPE is slightly lower than the designed value. However, the
et ac output of the 50-kW-class PEFC stack is slightly lower
han the rated net ac output since the VPE is slightly lower than
he designed value.

The electrical efficiency ηac increases with increasing QREF
lso in the series SOFC–PEFC system. The ηac is 50 and 54%
hen the rated output of the PEFC stack is 25 and 50 kW, respec-

ively. The ηac for the same rated output of the PEFC stack is
igher in the series SOFC–PEFC system than in the parallel
OFC–PEFC system (compare Tables 3 and 6). This is because

he cell voltage of the SOFC is certainly higher in the series
OFC–PEFC system, though the cell voltage of the PEFC is
lightly lower than in the parallel SOFC–PEFC system. Here,
e will explain the reason. The VSO is higher and the VPE lower

n the series SOFC–PEFC system (compare Tables 3 and 6).
he differences in the cell voltages mainly depend on the dif-

erences in the molar fractions of the gas components, which
etermine the electromotive force by the Nernst equation (Eqs.
7) and (11)). It is clear that the effect of the molar fractions on
lectromotive force becomes pronounced when the operation
emperature is high. Thus, VSO is clearly higher in the series

OFC–PEFC system, though the VPE is slightly higher in the
arallel SOFC–PEFC system because of the low operation tem-
erature. Therefore, the difference in the molar fractions of the
as components in the gas fed to the SOFC causes the clear dif-

[

[

Sources 159 (2006) 836–845 845

erence in VSO, though that in the gas fed to the PEFC cause
ittle difference in VPE.

Net ac outputs of the series SOFC–PEFC system WSYS-ac are
47 and 173 kW when the rated outputs of the PEFC stack is 25
nd 50 kW, respectively. The WSYS-ac for the same rated output of
he PEFC stack is larger in the series SOFC–PEFC system than
n the parallel SOFC–PEFC system (compare Tables 3 and 6).
his is because the net ac output of the SOFC stack WSO-ac

or the same rated output of the PEFC stack is larger in the
eries SOFC–PEFC system. However, we have to emphasis
hat the 75-kW-class PEFC stack can be operated in the par-
llel SOFC–PEFC system and the net ac output of the parallel
OFC–PEFC system with the 75-kW-class PEFC stack is higher

han that of the series SOFC–PEFC system with the 50-kW-class
EFC stack.

. Conclusion

We quantitatively evaluate performance of a series-fuel-
eeding-type SOFC–PEFC system (series SOFC–PEFC system)
nd a parallel-fuel-feeding-type SOFC–PEFC system (parallel
OFC–PEFC system). The main results are as follows. Larger
EFC output can be obtained in the parallel SOFC–PEFC sys-

em when the same SOFC stack is used, which means that the
arallel SOFC–PEFC system is appropriate for larger output. On
he contrary, the series SOFC–PEFC system can provide higher
lectrical efficiency than the parallel SOFC–PEFC system when
he same SOFC stack and the same PEFC stack are used.
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